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Troubador Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Big Pipedream Society,
Johnny Reynolds, An affirmation of protest, one man's retaliation against the 'nanny' state, an
allusion to the ineffective policies.In society, we are endlessly told what to do, how to live our lives
and, more importantly, how to feel, by those we elect into power. The Big Pipedream Society is an
account that highlights the inadequacies within society, whereby the bureaucrats in power claim to
work for the country but actually work for themselves. It is these men and women who, in their own
pipedream, frequently avoid direct answers to simple and important questions. More often than not,
these answers are usually provided after retirement or in anger. The author combats the lessons
that at least two governments have failed to learn, in addition to identifying the implementation of
ineffective policies that are justified by feeble excuses. The characters in the book, such as the
Cornish psychoanalyst Doctor Cal Trevially, who specialises in feline psychotherapy; the Reverend
Leonard Feely; the pop star Jane Flighty (also known as Lady Caca); the political adviser Tony Byre;
Madame Claudine Lepers, the head of an international criminal syndicate (URCI), and the famous
Professor...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential study ebook. It is among the most remarkable book i have got read through. You will like how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Jessie Ra u-- Jessie Ra u

Thorough information! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is basically the best book we have read within my personal existence and can be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II--  Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II
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